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Throughout this note L denotes a Riesz space (vector lattice). Recall that the 
elementsf, g EL are disjoint whenever /fil\lgl= 0. This is denoted byfl g, since 
the present notion bears a great resemblance to the notion of orthogonality in 
real Hilbert space. However, in spaces where both notions are defined 
(essentially &-spaces) disjointness is the most restrictive. Also reminiscent of 
real Hilbert space theory is the equivalence 
(1) f-Q@ If+91 = If-gl- ’ 
The implication “ =) ” occurs already implicitly in one of the early Nakano 
papers (171, Theorem 1.16, 1941), where it is shown that disjointness implies the 
triangle equality (lf+gi = IfI + lgl). In fact, it is even true that it follows from 
lfln /gl = 0 that 
If+sl = If- gl = lfl+ 14 = Iflvli4 = 1 Ifl- IglI 
(see e.g. [4], theorem 14.4). 
The converse deduction in (1) what set as a problem (proposed by W.A. J. 
Luxemburg and A.C. Zaanen) in the 1964 edition of “ Wiskundige Opgaven”, 
a collection of problems edited by the Dutch Mathematical Society. The 
originally rather inelegant solution of the proposers was much improved by A. 
de Leeuw van Weenen (mrs. A. van Arkel), N.G. de Bruijn, M.A. Kaashoek 
en W-H. Schikhof. All their proofs are essentially based on the formula 
(21 IfNgl =tlIf”+91- If-slII 
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a kind of order theoretical analogue of the real polarization identity (see 181, 
problem 192). The corresponding supremum-formula is 
(3) lflvlgl =W+gl+ If-sib 
To the best of my knowledge, this was the first time that the equivalence in (1) 
was established. 
Other formulas closely reJated to (2) and (3) are 
(4) Ifl~lgl=3wl+ lgl- llfl- IkIlL 
(5) lfl~l~l=3Ilf+i~l+Ilfl-l~lI>. 
It should be noted that a somewhat different proof of the equivalence in (1) 
can be obtained by using the formulas 
(6) If+glvIf-4 = Ifl+ Id 
(7) lf+sNf-gl= llfl- IgIl. 
So far, only real Riesz spaces were considered. Let us assume from now on 
that the Riesz space L is Archimedean and relatively uniformly complete ([4], 
section 42). In this case the vector space complexification L +iL of L is 
equipped with a modulus 
l~l=If+igl=sup (Re (pep”); 0161271) 
=sup {fcos B+g sin 13; 05612~~) 
for all p =f+ ig E L + iL. The existence of the supremum on the right hand side 
is shown by observing that the principal order ideal lifi + Ig/ is an Archimedean 
relatively uniformly complete Riesz space with IfI + (gl as a strong order unit, 
whence $y+ Ig/ is (by the Yosida representation theorem; [4], section 45) 
isomorphic to some C(X) for an appropriate compact Hausdorff space X. All 
in all, the existence of the supremum needs only a proof in such a C(X), in 
which it evidently exists ([5], lemma 3.1; for a brief indication of a represen- 
tationfree proof, see [2], section 2). The compIexification L + iL of an 
Archimedean relatively uniformly complete Riesz space L, equipped with the 
above modulus, is called from now on a complex Riesz space. If L has, in 
addition, a strong order unit e, then one can introduce (by meansof the above 
representation) a multiplication in L + iL such that L + iL becomes a complex 
f-algebra with e as multiplicakive identity (see [2], section 5 for the definition). 
This can be achieved again without using representation by means of the theory 
of orthomorphisms ([3], section 4). Moreover, the modulus 
IP,( =If+ &I = sup (f cos $+g sin 6; Os812n) 
satisfies I#= pp =f2+g2 in this case ([2], section 5). Simple properties of 
such complex fiaIgebras are 
(a) )~.w(=]~J.IwI for all cp,yEL+iL. 
(b) 1~1 I IlyJ iff lpJ2< 1~1~. In particular, (PI= /w( iff lp12= 1~1~. 
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(c) Ip,(AlryJ=O iff ply=O+ 
(d) (~~j~~wl)~= IPI~~Iw~~, (l~/vllyl)~= l~12~Idv12 for all P, WL + Z. 
(e) IpI = inf I44 iff b12= i;f bal 2 and similarly for the suprernum. a 
The main purpose of the present note is to find formulas in complex Riesz 
spaces that correspond to (1) up to (7) of the real case. We state and prove the 
first theorem of this kind (corresponding to (1)). 
THEOREM 1. For p, yt E L + iL the following statements are equivalent. 
1 
6) lhqlul =o. 
(la) (ii) Ip+ayl= jp-awl for all aEC. (iii) Iv + ezay/l = Iv - e’Ql for all &E IF?. 
09 lv++l=I~-WI and I~++vI=lyl-iryl. 
PROOF. @*(ii). It follows from the hypothesis that 2]pl/\2laj Iv/1 =0 for all 
a E C. Repeated use of the triangle inequality yields 
Il~+wl- Iv-wII~2M4al lwlh 
from which the desired equality follows immediately. 
(ii) * (iii) and (iii) * (iv). Obvious. 
(iv)=,(i). By the previous observations, the principal ideal 
Il~l+lwl+i~,l+lvll=~ GE L-k iL; 1~71 S/Qpl+ /yj) for some /3103 
can be equipped with a complex f-algebra multiplication. Using properties (b) 
and (c) above, the proof is straightforward. 
Compare the similarity of the criteria of theorem 1 to the corresponding 
equivalences for orthogonality in complex Hilbert space. 
REMARK. (i) An alternative proof of the implication (iv) * (i) above follows 
immediately from the inequality 
which, with a little good will, could be considered as the order analogue of the 
complex polarization law for inner products. 
(ii) The equivalences of theorem 1 are used by W. Arendt ([l], lemma 2.3) 
and M. Meyer ([6], proposition 2) to derive characterizations for complex 
disjointness preserving homomorphisms. 
The equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Theorem 1 becomes even more clear on 
account of the next theorem (cf. formulas (2) and (3)). 
THEOREM 2. For all p, w EL + iL the following formulas hold. 
@a) I~l~lwl =f sup IIV+e%4 - I9-e%II CY 
(W Ip>iVlyl=+ inf {Ip+e’aWI + I~--eia~I]. a 
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PROOF. As before, we may assume that there exists in L+iL a complex 
f-algebra multiplication with the already stated properties. We only give a proof 
of (2a), the proof of (3a) being very similar. In fact, we reduce the proof to the 
definition of the moduhts. Indeed, observe that 
Hence, 
IlPl- twtlZ= t&” twt2-21Pt +4 = 
= 1p12+ jw12-2 sup Re(emiCrpv)= 
a 
=inf { lq)‘+ j1//12-2 Re(e-“qq@)} = 
a 
= inf (p - eQ)(@ - e-“q) = inf Iq7 - eiaw12. 
a a 
By property (e) above, 
IId - Ivlj =inf b-e’%l. 
a 
A well-known formula from real 
lPl%4 - IbN4 = I IPI - 
Therefore, 
Riesz space theory is 
Icy4 
2{b,l4lyll= 14 + Iryt -iqf lf~-@wI 
for all q, t,~ EL + iL. Replacing in this formula q~ by p2, w by ry2 and a by 2a 
we find, by using property (a), 
4{Ig1(2A~~~2}=2)~~2t2)~~2-2 inf /p2-e2ialy2J, 
a 
whence, by means of property (d), 
{21qlA2[~l}2=s~p (2~p/2+2)y~2-2(tp2-e2iay2/} = 
= sup ) (9 + e’“y)(p + e -‘au) + (q _ @y)(p _ e- ‘a~) - zip2 - e2jay21 ) = 
a 
= su,p 1 I~J + eiavj - )q~ - eiUvl 12. 
Once more by property (e), 
l&W =3 s;P I/P+@%1 - b-eiay/lI. 
REMARK. We have shown in the above proof that 
(44 tPl~lvl=+M + Iwl -y lP--%4h 
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the complex analogue of (4). Similarly, it takes little effort to verify the equality 
(use the formula lql+ II+Y = lcplvl~+~/ + Iql/\l&. Compare this equality with (5). 
Of course, the formula 
the validity of which is demonstrated in the proof of Theorem 2 as well, 
corresponds to (7). Its antipode is 
(64 144 + 14 =syp Iv+e% 
(cf. formula (6)). 
We end this note by mentioning a property of disjointness which is also 
shared with orthogonality in (real and complex) Hilbert space. Using similar 
methods as in Theorem 1 and 2 the proof is immediate. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Iff, g E J%, the?.? 
fL go IfI 5 If+ agl for all a e IF?. 
(ii) If cp, yEL+ iL, then 
I~IAIWI=O~I~jrj~+arylforallaEIRandallaEilR. 
The author is indebted to F. Beukers for his helpful advice during the writing 
of this paper. 
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